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J. OF THE NORI'HEASTERN AGR. ECX:N. COUNCIL VOL. XI, NO. 1, SPRING, 1982 

BENEFITS FR!:M URBAN OPEN SPACE AND RECREATIONAL PARKS: A CASE STUDY 

John K. Hagerty, T. H. Stevens, P. G. Allen ann T. More 

The hedonic pricing technique was used to 
measure that component of house price attribut
able to proximity to a city park, using data on 
sale prices and characteristics of houses in Wor
cester, MA. Aggregation of these residual values 
over all houses in the neighl::orhood of a park 
provided an estirrate of the value of the park, to 
which was added an estirrate of recreation bene
fits fran extrazonal users. '!he policy question 
of park system development or contraction was ad
dressed by corrparing these benefits with operat
ing costs to gain a net measure of parkland 
value. 

'!he prirrary era of city park wilding in the 
United States occurred between 1880 and 1910. 
Since then changes have taken place which have 
left many urban parks in a state of decline. To
day there is evidence of a reversal; more people 
are returning to the cities and rediscovering 
city resources. Concurrently, many cities are 
attempting to improve the caliber of their deter
iorated park resources, making use of federally 
sponsored prograrrs like the Urban Park Recovery 
Program and the Land and Water Conservation 
Fund. 

Questions of ha.r the funds fran improvement 
prograrrs should be spent require both cost and 
benefit inforrration. Two types of benefits are 
relevant: (1) recreational benefits that accrue 
to park users directly; and (2) indirect benefits 
such as scenic views (or noise). Both types of 
benefits rray be partially capitalized into land 
values and a number of studies have examined the 
nature of the relationship between parks and city 
property values with the intent of establishing 
the overall econanic benefit of parks. Kitchen 
and Hendon, and Harnrer et al. found parks to have 
a positive impact on surrounding property values. 
More recently, Correll et al. investigated sales 
prices of single familyhanes in Boulder, Color
ado, and reported a drcp of $4.20 in total sale 
price for each fCXJt that a house was located away 
fran a greenbelt. 

Most of these studies failed to take into 
account variation in house juxtaposition or in 
type of park. When this is done, results rray 
prove more variable. For exarrple, Weicher and 
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Zerbst found a significant property value impact 
on houses that faced "open-space" parks but there 
was either a negative or nonexistent impact .on 
houses that backed onto open space or were adJa
cent to recreational facilities. 

A number of questions arise with respect. to 
these findings. We focus on the extent to wlnch 
property value differentials provide an adequate 
measure of benefits of different types of parks 
and on a corrparison of the costs and benefits of 
open space and recreational urban parks. Once 
these values are understood cities will be in a 
nuch better position to recornrend the kir:d~ of 
park development that will lead to an eff~c~ent 
allocation of limited funds. 

THEDRm'ICAL a::NSIDERATIOOS 

At least three alternative techniques rray be 
used to estirrate the benefits of city parks. 
Among these are the direct survey method, the 
travel cost technique and the land value or he
donic pricing approach. '!he latter method was 
used here. Several factors influenced ~ur 
choice. First, as noted by Bishop and He~r1e7n, 
"research on both attitude-behavior relat~onships 
and recall raise very serious questions about the 
validity of HV (hypothetical valuation or survey) 
results." (p. 928). Second, although the tra
vel-cost approach is not applicable to recrea
tional activities involving limited trc;.vel ~e:g·, 
urban parks) , the land value (hedo~c pncwg) 
and travel cost procedures often measure the same 
thing (see Feenberg and Mills). 

Development of the hedonic price ~at~on, 
an inverse derrand equation of character~stics, 
proceeds fran assuming that individuals rraximize 
a utility function: 

(1) U (z,h) 
Subject to the budget constraint: 

(2) y = z + p . 
Where z represents the utility ~ing c;.ttr~butes 
of a composite private good (w~~ pnce.set to 
unity), his a set of housing attr~butes ~nclu~
ing distance to park, Y is money incorre, and P ~s 
the housing price function. 

A number of assunptions are required to spe
cify the standard housing value function used 
here and elsewhere in the literature. The under
lying utility function is assumed to be weakly 
separable between groups of ~ties. ~at 
is, an increase in the consunpt~on of a. part~cu
lar housing attribute is assumed not to influer:ce 
the consunption of attributes outside ~e h~s7ng 
group. Also, a house is valued for ~ts ut~l7ty 
bearing attributes rather than for ~e house 7t
self. '!hat is, enU::x:xlied in any hare ~s a part~c
ular set of attri1::utes fran which the cor:sumer 
derives satisfaction. It is these attr~butes 
bundled in a particular rranner which consumers 
seek When rraking CXJnsunption decisions (Rosen)· 
Further, all individuals are assumed to hc;.ve 
identical tastes and incorre. '!he result of ut~l
ity rraxirnization is an expenditure function for 
housing: 
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( 3) p . = f ( s . I L. ) th 
Where P. l= salel price of i house, and h is 
divided tnto 

S. = tft vector of structural attrib.ltes of 
l i house; (r00ll5, number of bedr00ll5, 

number of bathr00ll5, garage, age, taxes 
paid, type of heat, lot size, fire
places, condition). 

L. = tft vector of locational attrib.ltes of 
l i house; (distance to park in feet 

as Treasured by public access distance 
(PA(])IS), or distance to park as Trea
sured by straight line distance (SLID), 
and distance to central business dis
trict (OCBD). 

The concept of duality assures us that an 
expenditure function of this type is a transfor
rration of that separable part of the utility 
function dealing with housing characteristics. 
Specification of this transforrration function is 
a convenient starting point since application of 
Shephard's theorem generates inverse derrand func
tions for characteristics. 

Identification of these derrand functions re
quires additional assllllptions. The housing rrark
et is assumed to be in equilibrium and the supply 
of housing attrib.ltes is assumed to be perfectly 
inelastic at each location. Also, spatial varia
tions in housing characteristics (including dist
ance to park) are assumed to be fully capitalized 
into house prices. 

Not surprisingly, given the number and sorre
ti!res heroic nature of the assumptions there is 

much debate as to Whether property value differ
entials provide an adequate measure of the bene
fits of city parks. One problem is the difficul
ty in obtaining data on the myriad of factors 
Which influence property values. A more funda
mental problem with this approach is that rrany of 
the benefits of city parks rray not be captured by 
an analysis of land values. For exanple, the i.nr
pact of city parkland upon adjacent property val
ues will understate the value of parkland if sorre 
park users live outside the peri!reter specified 
in the property value analysis. 

Figure l illustrates the nat ure of this 
problem. Value of a park rray be viewed as the 
volume of a cone Whose height is the increase in 
property value due to proximity to the park and 
Whose base measures distance fran the park . One 
would remove the central plug fran this cone t o 
represent the space occupied by the park. Then 
figure l is a section through one side of the re
rraining cone, and each of the areas defined belON' 
must be rotated about the center of the park to 
measure volume, or value of the park. 

In the absence of a park, the value of prop
erty equals P

0
. With a park the value of ad ja

cent property is higher than it would have been 
otherwise by the arrount P minus P 0 • As distance 
fran park increases pr~rty values decline with 
distance along P BC, and the area P 

0P C measures 
the benefit of tHe park. In applyi.Rg the pro
perty value approach to measure this area, dat a 
from properties close to park are used since 
beyond a certain distance (say 2,000 feet) t he 

Figure 1 

Property 
Value 

($) 

0 

Distance to Park and Property Value 

2,000 

Distance to park (feet) 
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effect of the park is lost in the "noise" from 
other neighborhood characteristics and from comr 
peting parks. In practice, area P AB is measured 
by rrost functional ferns of the ~roperty value 
approach and the value of the park will be under
estimated by the area ABCDP {). We therefore assume 
that at the boundary of tfie zone of park influ
ence (say 2,000 feet), error in benefit estima
tion given by the area ABDP

0 
would result. Beyond 

this boundary there woula also be error given 
by BDC, the rragnitude of which can be measured by 
the value of direct user benefits to residents 
living beyond the zone of park influence captur
ed by the property value technique. 

One problem, then, is to detennine the ex
tent to which the property value technique pro
vides an adequate measure of the benefits of dif
ferent types of parks. Based on the analysis 
above, we hypothesize that the property value ap
proach rray underest:i.rnate benefits of recreational 
parks relative to open space parks. 

DATA AND METI'HOOOI.OOY 

'lhe Worcester, Massachusetts park system was 
chosen for analysis. Five parks were selected 
for study: Elm, Beaver Brook Playground, Had.olen, 
Lake and Greenwood. 'lhe first two are adjacent 
and were combined for analysis. Sales and house 
characteristics data were obtained from the Wor
cester Multiple Listing Service for sales from 
January, 1977, toJune, 1980 (n=l70). 

Four different functional ferns of equation 
(3) were initially considered: linear, semi
logarithmic, logarithmic and quadratic. 'lhe 
semi-log and quadratic ferns were linear in the 
variables with the exception of DCBD and distance 
to patk, which were expected~ priori to have a 
nonlinear relationship. Results of the initial 
analysis favored the semi-log fonn although only 
slightly and it was selected for further study. 
It was estimated with observations taken to 4000 
feet, 3000 feet and 2000 feet from the park(s). 
Fran an F criterion the estimation l(ith observa
tions to 2000 feet was superior. Ha.Never, 
severe multicollinearity was found between sever
al of the structural variables and in particular 
between distance to park and distance to the cen
tral business district. 

One way to avoid the multicollinearity prob
lem between distance to park and distance to 
central business district \\QUld be to eliminate 
the latter variable. 'lhis will, hCMever, result 
in statistical bias of undetennined size and 
sign. Consequently, principal carponents regres
sion was selected ~s the apprcpriate estimation 
technique (M:>rzuch) . 

A crucial issue in principal carponent re
gression centers on component deletion which 

1 
Chow tests were perfonned to detennine Whether 
or not the different distances constituted dif
ferent populations. 'lhat the data for the 0-
2000 foot zone can be pooled with data from 
greater distances was rejected at the ninety 
percent level. 'lhus, the subset of data within 
the 0-2000 foot range was used for est:i.rnation 
purposes throughout this study. 
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results in biased estimators (see Hill, Fomby and 
Johnson). Since we knON that the restrictions 
inposed by the deletion of components are false, 
we used the noncentral F test (Toro-Vizcarrondo 
and Wallace) which tests the probability that the 
bias introduced by the restrictions is over
Whelmed by the reduction in the variance of the 
estimates. To detennine the number of COitponents 
to delete we used the sequential testing method 
in which the previous restricted model hecomes 
the new maintained h~1esis. 

The independent variables are defined in 
Table 1. Number of rcx::m:; , number of bedrooms, 
number of bathrooms, size of garage, lot size and 
number of fireplaces were expected to have a pos
itive influence upon sale price. The condition 
vaiable was taken from the Multiple Listing Ser
vice rating. Property taxes tend to increase 
with size and quality of house, but since these 
are included as separate explanatory variables we 
assume that taxes act as a proxy for the quality 
of public services and were expected to have a 
positive sign. All distance variables are in log 
fonn and were expected to have a negative sign. 
~ variables were used to denote type of heat, 
year of sale and park neighborhoods. 

RESULTS 

Inspection of the results in Table 2 shCMs 
fourteen of the eighteen coefficients each sig
nificantly different from zero at or above the 
ninety percent level of the PACDIS model and fif
teen for the SLID model. All coefficients were 
of the expected sign. 

The coefficient on the distance to park var
iables and the functional fonn of the model inply 
that there is an advantage to locating near a 
park. A house located twenty feet from the parks 
studied sold for approximately $2, 675 more than a 
house 2000 feet from a park. Ha.Never, approx
:i.rnately 80 percens of the locational rent was 
lost after 500 feet. 

Principal components regression was then 
perfonned on each of the four parks. 'lhe results 
are sumrrarized in Tables 3 and 4. The COitponents 
were constructed from the same explanatory vari
ables as in the pooled model less the park dt.lrm!f 
variables. The sign on coefficients generally 
confonned to those of the pooled model. Ha.Never, 

2 
Although there are several alternatives to 

principal components regression, it is regard
ed as the best technique in cases of high cor
relations, large numbers of regressors and 
relatively few observations, which is the sit
uation here. 

3 
'!he inpact of selection of components on the 
estimate of the coefficients for PACDIS and 
SLID is ·of inportance for estimating the effect 
of city parks upon property value. 'llle results 
appear reasonably stable with respect to comr 
ponent deletion. For exanple, When all but 5 
components are deleted the rragnitude of the co
efficients on PACDIS and SLID increased in size 
by approximately 30 percent compared with dele
tion of all but 9 coroponents. 



Structural 

Roorrs 

BedrOOl!B 
BathrOO!!B 
Garage 
Age 
Lot size 
Fireplace 
Condition 
Gas 
Taxes 
Sold 1977, 

I.ocational 

DCBD 

SLID 
PACDIS 

0603, 604, 

Table 2: 
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1979, 1980 

607 

Table 1: Definition of Variables 

Number of rOOl!B 
Number of bedrOOl!B 
Number of bathrOOl!B 
Number of cars capacity 
Age of house, years 
Area of lot, square feet 
Number of fireplaces 
l=excellent; 2=good; 3=fair; 4=poor 
1 if gas fueled heating, 0 otherwise 
Property taxes assessed, in year sold, in dollars 
1 if house sold in that year, 0 otherwise 

Straightline distance fran house to central 
business district, feet 
Straightline distance fran house to park, feet 
Distance fran house to park entrance using 
shortest public access route, feet 
D.Jrnrrv variables for park neighborhoods, 
1 if house is in the neighborhood, 0 otherwise. 

Expected Sign 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
- 1977 
+ 1979, 1980 

Results of Principal Conponents Regression on Semi-Log Fonn, Pooled fo.bdel, 
Eleven Conponents Deleted 

Explanatory PACDIS SLID 
Variable Coefficient t-Ratio Coefficient t-Ratio 
Roorrs 588.90 4.534 588.60 4.572 
BedrOOl!B 1255.30 5.438 1257.60 5.451 
Bathrcx:xrs 2619.90 10.021 2638.70 10.106 
Garage 246.36 1.189 218.73 1.037 
Age -4.97 -.538 -4.78 -.525 
Lot size .31 5.718 .31 5.661 
Fireplace 3454.20 6.975 3454.40 6 .973 
Condition -740.45 -2.853 -715.02 -2.862 
Gas -701.13 -1.171 -656.14 -1.106 
Taxes 5.16 10.203 5.12 10.252 
Sold 1980 3721.80 3.899 3763.00 3.985 
Sold 1979 2661.60 4.276 2736.10 4.292 
Sold 1977 -4593.40 -7.364 -4633.40 -7.463 
607 -947.98 -1.667 -973.24 -1.696 
604 -1427.10 -1.803 -1454.00 -1.833 
603 1215.50 2.669 1244.40 2.693 
OCBD -483.26 -.894 -484.36 -.906 
PACDIS -575.56 -3.866 
SLID -585.74 -3.579 
Intercept 20851.00 4.041 20789.00 4.113 

R2 .76 R2 .77 
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Table 3: Principal Conponents Regression: Semi-Log Form Public Access Distance 

Explanatory Elm-Beaver Brook Greenwood 
Variable Coefficient t-Value Coefficient t-Value 

Roorrs 602.37 3.462 259.92 1.327 
Bedroorrs 1199.20 4.660 169.81 .436 
Bathroorrs 2266.50 6.817 2278.60 4.722 
Garage -1442.80 -2.131 -221.77 -.824 
Age -12.69 -.649 -5.42 -.460 
Lot size .49 7.405 .24 2.451 
Fireplace 4888.80 7.754 869.63 1.004 
Condition -943.95 -2.434 -505.99 -1.425 
Gas -953.83 - .873 1659.60 4.029 
Taxes 3.68 8.142 6.15 4.641 
Sold 1980 4112.30 3.187 -11400.80 -2.195 
Sold 1979 2347.60 l. 722 4278.70 4.544 
Sold 1977 -4806.40 -5. 494 -2757.90 2.796 
OCBD -6635.50 -2.556 2508.80 .879 
PACDIS -14.06 -.021 -1140.20 1.896 
I~tercept 74042.00 2.689 83.26 .003 
R .85 .67 

Table 4: Principal Conponents Regression: Semi-Log Form Public Access Distance 

Explanatory Had.olen Lake 
Variable Coefficient t-Value Coefficient t-Value 

Roorrs -188.21 -.382 649.18 1.781 
Bedroorrs 1446.50 1.912 2670.60 3.999 
Bathroorrs 2963.70 3.590 -2290.90 -1.500 
Garage 1617.00 1.844 1067.30 2.568 
Age -45.49 -1.658 9.96 .604 
Lot size .03 .256 .42 5.118 
Fireplace 661.41 .770 2697.10 2.520 
Condition -1390.40 -2.260 -584.36 -2.180 

Gas 3056.90 2.380 518.77 .471 
Taxes 1.03 .527 4.54 2.562 

Sold 1980 1879.80 1.161 15205.00 4.249 

Sold 1979 347.60 .385 848.55 .851 
Sold 1977 -1843.30 -1.754 -2001.70 -1.582 

OCBD -6631.70 1.173 3154.70 .393 
PACDIS -627.48 l. 743 -488.76 -1.613 

Intercept 96166.00 1.666 -14500.00 .195 
R2 .52 .79 
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the magnitude of the coefficients suggest varia
bility between parks, scxretirres markedly so. At 
the point of partitioning, the distance to park 
variable had a negative sign in all four regres
sions but was significant in only three. 

'Ihe results with respect to the distance-to
park variable are sumrrarized in Table 5. Serre of 
the differences in location rent may be the re
sult of differing park characteristics. Elm/ 
Beaver BroOk park is a central city recreational 
park. The insignificant coefficient on distance
to-park may be a result of noise resulting from 
use of the recreational facilities. Also, vanda
lism was nuch higher at Elm/Beaver Brook than at 
the other parks studied, and oongestion was ITOre 
pronounced. Greenwood park is a small park with 
open space and a swirrrning pool which is located 
in a reiTOte corner of the park. 'Ihe remainder of 
the park is open space and the surrounding com-

. nunity is isolated from the central city. Conse
quently, density of users at Greenwood is likely 
less than at Elm/Beaver Brook. HadNen and Lake 
are relatively large open space parks with recre
ation facilities located away from adjacent prop
erties. 

'Ihe total dollar irrpact of each park on land 
values was esti.rrated by assuming that the bounda
ry of each park is described by a circle with 
radius r. The number of properties within a band 
of width W from the park's edge is then given 
by: 

{4) N(W) = (II/A) (2rW +if) 
where A is the average lot size. 

'Ihe location rent, LR, for the average hcxre 
R feet from a park is given by: 

(5) LR = S LN (1920) - SLn (R) 

where S is the coefficient of PACDIS (Table 5) 
and the z~ne of park influence ranges from 0 to 
2,000 feet. 

Although hoose lots vary in size and shape, 
a square lot was taken as typical and rrean values 
for all variables except PACDIS were assumed. 
Location rents were obtained by evaluating equa
tion (5) for R = 20, •.• , 1920 in 100 foot incre
rrents. 'Ihe resulting values for LR were then 
nultiplied by the number of hcxres, N(W), within 
each 100 foot wide corresponding band from the 
park's edge. Given this procedure the overall 
irrpact of parks upon property values ranged fran 
29 thousand to 1.4 million dollars (See Table 
6). 

Size of park obviously influences the number 
of houses in proximity to it and in general parks 
which have open space, picnic faciLities, etc., 
appear to yield higher economic rents than parks 
which are designed pri.rrarily for intensive recre
ational uses. Although no definitive staterrent 
can be made, the results appear to support those 
of Weicher and Zerbst in that 'open space' parks 
appear to add to property values ITOre than do re
creational parks. 

'Ihe next step is to examine the extent to 
which the property value analysis provides an ad
equate measure of the benefits of different types 
of city parks. Of principal concern is whether 
or not the recreation benefits provided by each 

4 . th 'thm f . und f' ed S1.nce e logar1. o zero 1.s e 1.n , our 
discrete approxi.rration of the volume of the 
land value cone used values starting at 20 
feet. 

Table 5: Effect of Distance to Park on House Price 

Park Location Rent** Coefficient an PACDIS* 

Elm-Beaver BroOk $64 -14.06 ( .021) 

Greenwood $5000 -ll40.20 (1.896) 

HadNen $2900 -627.48 (1. 743) 

lake $2300 -488.76 (1. 613) 

All Parks $2675 -575.56 (3.866) 

*Number in parentheses are t values. 

**Advantage due to locating 20 feet from park as q:posed to 
2,000 feet from park. 

Table 6: Inpact of Parks on Property Values 

Coefficient on 
Park In PACDIS Park Value 

Elm-Beaver Brook -14.06 $29,715 

HadNen -627.48 $1,024,972 

Greenwood -ll40.2 $1,421,845 

lake -488.76 $1,015,408 
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park were captured by the land value technique. 
In order to examine this issue users at eadh park 
were interviewed to determine Where they lived. 
Fran this survey we estinate that 49 percent of 
users live within 2, 000 feet of the Elm/Beaver 
Brook park, 41 percent live within 2,000 feet of 
GreerMood and 25 percent live within 2, 000 feet 
of HadNen and Lake parks. 

To conpute the total annual benefit of city 
parks, the irrpact of eadh park dn property values 
was derived by am::>rtizing the benefit figures in 
Table 6 over an infinite time horizon using a 10 
percent interest rate as the q:.portunity cost of 
capital. Total park attendance data were then 
obtained from the City Parks DepartJrent. 'I'hese 
attendance figures were multiplied by the percent 
of users living beyond 2, 000 feet from eadh park 
to obtain estimates of the number of park users 
Who lived outside the zone of influence captured 
by the hedonic technique. 'I'his arromt was then 
multiplied by $2.80, the value used by Federal 
and State agencies for day use general recreation 
areas, to yield an (admittedly crude) estimate of 
recreation benefits Whidh were added to the am::>r
tized property value effect to obtain annual park 
benef!ts. Park benefits were then conpared to 
cost. 

As shOtm in Table 7, benefits were estimated 
to outweigh the operation and rraintenance costs 
of all of the parks studied. Of particular in
terest is that an analysis based solely upon the 
prq;>erty value approaCh "--uld have resulted in a 
negative net benefit for the Elm-Beaver Brook 
park. 'I'he benefit minus cost figures (column 8 
of Table 7) indicate the rragnitude of the annual 
return to the land a ssociated with eadh of the 

5 
The city of Worcester for example, formulated a 
five year park development program in 1978. 
Various approved cormunity block grant funds, 
tax levy funds and Federal reimbursemant funds 
totalling 1.8 million dollars were rrade avail
able for park developnent. A conparison of the 
benefits and costs of different types of city 
parks "--uld provide decision-makers with im
proved inforrration for the allocation of these 
funds. 

parks. For the five parks corribined the return to 
parkland net of operating costs was estimated to 
be $1,988 per acre per year. 

Using the same 10 percent rate of interest, 
the capitalized value of parkland would average 
$19,880 per acre. To make a decision on develop
ment of any part of the park system, this value 
would ' have to be conpared with similarly located 
raw agricultural land, if sudh existed, zoned for 
development. It is also an average rate, and 
marginal changes in park area might have higher 
or lONer irrpacts. Considering the irreversible 
nature of sudh decisions, they require a broader 
perspective than that offered by this preliminary 
study. 

<XJNCLUSIONS 

The inforrration provided in this study can 
be used to facilitate decisions about the effici
ent allocation of park development monies. For 
example, open space parks appear to add to prop
erty values more than do recreational parks. 'I'he 
expenditure of funds to control noise, conges
tion, etc. at recreational parks nay be one means 
of increasing the property value benefits of rec
reational parks. 'I'here is also the question of 
the distributional irrpacts of sudh policies, a 
question that we did not pursue here. 

Although the property value benefits of most 
of the parks studied appear to be substantial in 
relation to cost, these benefit figures are lONer 
than total park benefits for several reasons . 
First, recreation benefits are not fully capita
lized into land values. In this respect the he
donic approaCh did not adequately capture the 
economic value of the city parks studied. 'I'his 
approaCh appears to be particularly inadequate as 
a means of measuring the value of recreational 
parks. Second, if the parks did not exist, all 
land values including those furthest from the 
park(s) might well be lONer. 'I'hird, ll'Odels of 
the type presented above often contain specifica
tion error(s) • Nelson, for example, points out 
that most location rent studies do not adequately 
control for accessibility. As a result the esti
rrated value of an amenity nay be lONer or higher 
than its true social value. Although accessibil-

Table 7: Park Analysis S\.lllllliUY 

Annual 'I'otala 
Property Recreation 

Park Acres a Value Benefit Attendance 

Elm-Beaver 
Brook 76 $ 2,972 60,515 

Greerr.Jood 15 142,185 29,301 

HadNen 50 102,497 b 

Lake 78 101,541 36,335 

Total 219 $349,195 126,151 

a Source: City of Worcester, Annual Report, 1978. 

b Attendance figures not available. 

Number of 
Recreationists Annual Annual a 
Living Beyond Recreation Operating Benefits 
2000 ft. zone Benefit Cost Minus Cost 

30,863 86,416 $ 74,000 $ 15,388 

17,288 48,406 21,000 169,591 

4,000 98,497 

27,251 76,303 26,000 151,844 

75,402 2ll,l25 $125,000 $435,320 
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ity was included in our analysis, environmental 
factors such as noise, air pollution, etc., were 
not explicitly included in the model specifica
tion. Micro-neighborhood factors such as crime 
rates, etc., were also excluded due to the diffi
culty in obtaining data (see Li and Bra.m). 

Despite these limitations, the results 
clearly indicate that different types of parks 
yield different economic benefits . Parks which 
enphasize "open space" may be the rcost effective 
in relation to the operating costs involved and 
may yie(;d the highest return to the park land re
source. These results are of significance since 
parks represent an irrportant expenditure in any 
city's budget and yet relatively little informa
tion is available as to the value of different 
park types in relation to cost. 

6 If people with lONer incomes use recreational 
parks rrore than open space parks, then enphasis 
might be placed upon the developnent of recrea
tional parks for equity reasons. 
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